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0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Gripping story!By
SavannahDespite the grammatical problems, in hooked into this story. I'm so
looking forward to the third book but afraid to read it at the same time. Several
reviews saying how disappointed they were with the ending.That aside - book
two is holding together. Ryder and Jaedan's story develops while Caia and
Lucien's continues to build. Really wanted to smack Lucien for his stunts with
Rose. More specifically, lack of response. To paraphrase the faerie, men are
idiots. But Ryder shined men up by acknowledging his feelings and acting on
them. Thank heavens.Really enjoying this world that has been created. Great
detail. I can visualize the scenes. Doesn't seem to flounder (with the exception of
the inner turmoil of Caia Lucien, but thank heavens they finally seem to get past
it) and the action keeps building.Off I go to see how the end unfolds!0 of 0
people found the following review helpful. I was heartstoppingly in love with
Lucien and Caia from the get goBy Book Crazy LadyI was estatic to read this
series by Samantha Young! It's a story about werewolves, whose origins are
said to be related to Greek gods. The characters in this book are well-described,
and they really shine with their respective personalities.Apart from that, the
interactions between Caia and the other lycans are well-written. The scenes are
mostly enjoyable and interesting; I don't mind reading about Caia and Lucien
all day long. I was heartstoppingly in love with Lucien and Caia from the get
go, so much so that I felt the extreme feelings of anger with Lucien and Caia
whenever something or someone tried to intervene.I loved the series from the
beginning until the end, but I spotted some things that can't be left unsaid. First
of all, spelling and punctuation errors. In the beginning, I had a little trouble
juggling the different POVs, but I soon grew to love it, along with practically
everything else.Reading the Lunarmorte series was my first introduction to
Samantha Young and I have not only read more of her books because of how
awesome this series was done but I eagerly look forward to all her future
works!Check out more of my review at bookcrazylady.blogspot.com but
Beware! There are spoilers!0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Even better than the first -- excited to read the conclusion now!By Lenore L
Kosinski4.5 stars -- Totally finished this book with my heart racing and my
finger itching to one-click the next book in the series. I am soooooo thankful
that this series is finished and so I don't even have to wait, b/c I became totally
wrapped up in the world and all the crazy happenings going on.I thought Caia
grew up quite a bit in this book. And she was faced with so much adversity, from
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